7/29/09 : ADD : CHANGE PER POSTAL NOTIFICATION AIM

5/15/09 : no usage in tgb

6/03/09 : no usage in tgb

11/14/09 : per internet search, this space is vacant and up for lease atm

12/16/09 : Pen Jib, water is off at the curb, requested by Bill Comerford atm

12/26/09 : REVERTED ADDRESS BACK TO SISTERS AND BROTHERS PER POSTAL NOTIFICATION THAT M AND H AUTO IS GONE AIM

2/29/09 : TRANSACTION DONE ON 6/2/09 POSTED AS BANKRUPTCY IN ERROR SB BILLING CHANGE ONLY TGB

5/13/11 : Bruce H verified that property still looks vacant. tgb

6/3/11 : per Jib, water is off at this property atm

7/14/11 : note code 15 - will estimate as Elgj

9/14/11 : water off at curb per Jim Jibg

11/17/11 : water off per Jim Jibg

1/5/12 : meter set per notes from Jim Jibg

4/1/12 : READ CAME UP AS A CODE 30 - CHANGED TO SAME AGAINST SAME TGB

5/24/12 : per Jib, water is off atm

10/3/12 : water off per Elgj

4/27/12 : note code came up as 20 - radio box gone - will send letter - and do same against same for next tgb

12/11/12 : making apt to get into pull meter - they may be taking building demo - apt for 12/12/12 @ 6:00 ggb - Jim B called at 12/10 today to say that he got into the building - water is off, he pulled meter and has the radio box - will cancel apt, tgb